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Welcome to all the 

newest subscribers to the 

Yesodos & the Daftorah 

on the weekly haftarah. 

There’s a lot happening 

at  Mosdos Ahavas 

Yehonoson. As we wind 

up from the Yomim 

Noraim, we are gearing 

up to head into a long 

solid winter z’man.  

Plans are underway for 

an expansion of our beis 

medrash. Stay tuned for 

details. 

Our Sefer Torah 

campaidn is in full 

swing. Consider a 

dedication in memory of 

a loved one, or sponsor 

your own bar-mitzvah 

parsha!   

Contact us today : 

info@torahkollel.com 

 

WILL OF THE MOMENT 

 The posuk attests that when the Ribono shel Olam commanded Avraham to circumcise himself, he did so 

on that very day. These words, “b’etzem ha’yom” are used elsewhere in the Torah in connection with Yom Kippur. 

Because of this commonality, Chazal understand that Avraham Avinu circumcised himself on Yom Kippur. This is 

somewhat troubling because we know that Avraham Avinu kept the entire Torah, including Rabbinic decrees. Yet 

the Torah is very clear that only a bris milah that is done on the eighth day of a baby's life can override Shabbos or 

yom tov. Why then did Avraham give himself a bris milah on Yom Kippur instead of waiting until the next day. 

 HaRav Zalman Sorotzkin suggests an answer which seems to be no more than a technical loophole, but 

on further contemplation can serve us well as a foundation and guide in our everyday lives vis-a-vis or service of 

the Ribono shel Olam: 

 While it is true that Avraham was careful with every halacha in Shulchan Aruch, it was only voluntary. 

Through their incredible understanding and wisdom, the avos were able to look at the world and understand that 

the mitzvos of the Torah are the best thing for the neshama. However, there was certainly no commandment to do 

so and Avraham's shemiras Shabbos was like a woman shaking a lulav on Succos, which while she is 

commended for doing so, cannot be held accountable if she doesn't.  Then, Hashem commanded Avraham Avinu 

to circumcise himself. This was an actual commandment and in doing so, Avraham Avinu would be fulfilling 

Hashem’s will.  This certainly takes priority over voluntarily refraining from doing melacha on Yom Kippur. 

 It seems logical and the equation makes sense, but there’s really so much more going on here:  If we could 

put ourselves in Avraham Avinu’s shoes, we might appreciate that this is somewhat of a challenge.  For decades, 

Avraham has been keeping the mitzvos of the Torah because this is ratzon Hashem.  Then Hakadosh Boruch Hu 

introduces a mitzvah which will now prevent him from fulfilling His mitzvos.  Avraham could have said, ok, but 

tomorrow. Instead, he circumcised himself on Yom Kippur, because he realized that despite everything, this was 

the ratzon Hashem at that moment. 

 We often go through somewhat of the same.  Of course, we are commanded to follow halachah, whether 

we like it or not, and Hashem never appears to us with an outright command to do otherwise. However, often, a 

person will be presented with circumstances that take him away from davening, learning, or other areas of avodas 

Hashem.  While it might be a ‘maaseh Satan’ (his yetzer hara trying to stop him from mitzvos) - and this is quite 

challenging to determine - sometimes it is clear that Hashem wants him to do something else at the 

moment.  Much like Avraham Avinu could have reacted, we say to ourselves, ‘but I’m going to learn, daven, 

etc….’.  Yet we must rise to the challenge and like our forefather before us realize that our primary obligation is not 

our lofty ideas and the bigger picture, but what the Ribono shel Olam wants from us right now! 
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V’TEIN TAL U’MATARV’TEIN TAL U’MATARV’TEIN TAL U’MATAR   

 

 Although we start reciting mashiv ha’ruach u’ morid hageshem on Shemini Atzeres, we do not begin asking for rain (v’sein tal 

u’matar) until a later date. In Eretz Yisroel, this is the 7th day of Cheshvan. The reason for this was to give time for those who came to 

Yerushalayim for Succos to return to their homes. For someone who lived at the borders of Eretz Yisroel, this could take up to two weeks, 

and lest their journey be heavily inconvenienced by rainfall, we refrain from asking for rain during this time.1 Since we no longer have a Beis 

HaMikdash, some Rishonim are of the opinion that one should begin the recital of v’sein tal u’matar immediately after Simchas Torah. 

Nevertheless, the halacha follows the majority of Rishonim that we wait until the 7th of Cheshvan to begin its recital (in Eretz Yisroel).2 

 The Gemara says that this is true only in Eretz Yisroel, where rain is needed right after Succos. In Bavel, however, when rain isn’t 

needed until later, the reciting of v’sein tal u’matar is postponed until 60 days after the “tekufa”, which in current times works out to 

December 5th. Since our custom is to follow the minhag of Bavel, v’sein tal u’matar is recited from this point in chutz la’aretz. The Rosh, 

however, takes issue with this approach; following the minhag of Bavel might be a true policy with regards to most halachos, but the 

Gemara clearly explains that this is not a “minhag” of Bavel but rather the reality of its circumstances. As such, the Rosh writes that one 

should begin reciting it as soon as rain is needed (but not earlier that the 7th of Cheshvan) and should not cease until rain is no longer 

needed in that locale, even if this is after Shavuos. The halacha however, does not follow the Rosh, and in chutz la’aretz, v’sein tal u’matar 

is recited from December 5th until Pesach. If one recites it before this time, in chutz la’aretz, according the mechaber in Shulchan Aruch, he 

must repeat Shemoneh Esrei. The Rema, however, rules that in this instance, on can rely on the opion of the Rosh, but should preferably 

daven a tefillas nedava (voluntary shemoneh esrei) on condition that if he is obligated to daven again, this will fulfill his obligation. 

 A community that desperately needs rain at other times should recite v’sein tal u’matar in shomaya tefilla, and only during the silent 

Shemoneh Esrei (i.e. the Chazan should not recite it during chazaras ha’shatz). In desparate situations, there is another tefillah for the 

chazan to add in chazara ha’shatz. 

____________________________________ 

1. Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l asked that if this is the reason, why don’t we stop reciting v’sein tal u’ matar two weeks before Pesach in 

order to accommodate travelers. He answered that since it was the end of the winter, people knew they had to take appropriate clothing with 

them. On their return trip after Succos, however, they would likely be “taken by surprise”. (Halichos Shlomo) 

2. See Halichos Shlomo, that Rav Shlom Zalman explains that even after the destruction of the Beis HaMikdash, there was a long standing 

custom for people to gather together in Yerushalayim for Succos. As a result, the Halacha remained. Nevertheless, since rain does not impede 

travel in modern times, coupled with the opinion that restricts the two week “delay” to the times of the Beis HaMikdash, one who erred and 

recited v’sein tal u’matar immediately after Succos does not need to repeat Shemoneh Esrei (or go back to fix his mistake). 
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